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An array of epidemiological results and databases on test animals indicate that risk of

cancer and atherosclerosis can be up- or down-regulated by diet through a range of 200%. Other

factors contribute incrementally and include the natural terrestrial environment and various

human activities that jointly produce complex exposures to microorganisms, ionizing radiations,

and natural and synthetic chemicals. Ordinary personal habits and simple physical irritiants have

been demonstrated to affect the immune response and risk of disease. There tends to be poor

statistical correlation of long-term risk with single-agent exposures incurred throughout working

careers. However, Agency recommendations for control of hazardous exposures to humans has

been substance-specific and usually several orders of magnitude in the direction of safety instead

of contextually and economically realistic even though there is consistent evidence for common

mechanisms of toxicological and carcinogenic action by most agents that contribute to the

complex exposures incurred by any individual (Jones 1995). That joint toxicological action

seems to be best explained by molecular stresses from cellular oxygen metabolism, phagocytosis

of antigenic invasion, and breakdown of normal metabolic compounds associated with

homeostatic- and injury-related renewal of cells.

There is continually mounting evidence that marrow stroma,  comprised largely of

monocyte-macrophages and fibroblasts, is important to phagocytic and cytokinetic response

(Jones, Morris, and Young 1993), but the complex action of the immune process is difficult to

infer from first-principle logic or biomarkers of toxic injury. The many diverse database studies

all seem to implicate two important processes, i.e., the univalent reduction of molecular oxygen

and breakdown of aginuine, an ammo acid, by hydrolysis or digestion of protein which is

attendant to normal antigen-antibody action.

This behavior indicates that protection guidelines and risk coefficients should be context
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dependent to include reference considerations of the composite action of parameters that mediate

oxygen metabolism (Beckman and Ames 1997). A logic of this type permists  the realistic

common-scale modeling of multiple causes of carcinogenesis and shifts the risk-assessment logic

to considerations of ‘what dose does?’ in contrast to the current process of the substance-specific

question of ‘whaf  dose is?’ Whether reactive oxygen radicals are the proximate or contributing

cause of disease or simply a better, realistic, and/or practical estimate of biologically effective

dose, that metric has enormous advantages for improved risk- and policy-based decisions. The

following discussion proposes that: (I) simple fitting of equations to limited response data are

usually incorrect, (2) immunity and risk of disease involve multiple and variable mechanisms and

cannot be modeled realistically in a conventional predictive mathematical dose-response sense,

(3) many agent-specific modifying factors from hazardous exposures, personal choices, daily

routine, heredity, and occupation have strong capacities to either up- or down-regulate risk

probably on a day to day basis (Ames and Gold 1997),  and (3) values of the agent-specific

modifying factors can be estimated from relevant data on test animals and in vitro bioassays and

applied as simple multiplying factors to readily-available dose-response risk coefficients or

estimates of relative risk, RR (or standardized mortality ratio, SMR) that Agencies have derived

directly from epidemiological risk from exposures to substances such as ionizing radiation,

benzene, and asbestos. Furthermore, the metabolic oxygen explanation, if practical as a risk

and/or exposure metric, would permit practical estimates or risk for other diseases caused by

similar, if not identical mechanisms, including atheroscleosis (Basavarju and Jones 1998).

An interesting question is: what amount of dose does it take to cause cancer in test

animals? Libraries have been written on this topic, but I will illustrate the barriers to first-

principle modeling by a few quick visuals. For purposes of illustration, I elect to use the

unconventional method of expressing average number of molecules of a carcinogen per cell

averaged over the whole body of the animal instead of the traditional units of milligrams of

carcinogen per kilogram bodyweight.

--
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Panel 1 is based on the lowest doses that

have been reported for increased carcinogenic

response in mice or rats (in the Registry of

Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances for

sweeta,  diethylnitrosamine, saccharin, 2-

acetylaminofluorine, cadmiun,

diethylstilbestrol, and aflatoxin Bl) following a

single injection or implant. Such data, in some

instances, are based risk to the animal injected

and in other instances are based cancer in their

off-spring. For most situations, this algebra is

expected to provide a reasonable lower bound

of the dose of a substance that can cause cancer in any practical situation. From Panel 1, it is

clear that for reasonably potent carcinogens it takes about a billion molecules of a carcinogen per

average whole-body cell. This estimate is typically an extreme lower-bound to even the cells at

greatest risk because certain target organs have greatest risk than the rest of the body and often

receive far higher doses on either a molecular or mass basis. Even for the strong carcinogens of

2-acetylaminofluorine,  cadmium, diethylstilbestrol, and aflatoxin Bl, aproximately 10,000,000

molecules per cell are required.



Lowest  Dose for Tumors  in Mice or Rats:
ora, I”tak.  Ior to 170 WHIU

The lower bounds suggested by Panel 1 are useful for single exposures, but most human

exposures result through inhalation or oral

intake over a protracted period of time. By

similar methods, Panel 2 illustrate the lowest

reported effective doses for sweeta, saccharin,

benzene, vinyl chloride, diethylnitrosamine, 2-

acetylaminofluorine, affatoxin B 1,

diethylstilbestrol, and 2,3,7,8-

tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (i.e., Dioxin).
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From Panel 2, it is suggested that it takes nearly

1,000 to 10,000 moleclules  of the most potent

carcinogens per cell each day for more than 10

months to cause an observable increase of

cancer in test animals.

EPA Tap-Water  Risk-Based  Concentrations:

Benzene 1
Chloroform

Vinyl  Chloride

)iethylnitrosamine

2,3,7,&TCDD

Dose (molecules/call-day)
AsWmptiOn: l.E+li EelIS  equals  1.0  kg BW

For purposes of comparison, The Environmental Protection Agency Risk-Based Tap-

Water Concentrations are shown in Panel 3 for benzene, chloroform, vinyl chloride and 2,3,7,8-

TCDD (http://www.epa.gov/reg3hwmdAisk/riskmenu.htm).  Generally, the values in Panel 2 for

daily consumption by humans are about a million-fold lower (O.OOO,OOl)  than the biologically

effective doses in Panel 2 for rodents.

Modeling risk or etiology of cancer from

single or multiple causes involves regressing

dose, or hazardous properties of a substance,

from one or many agents with cellular, molecular,

and/or probabilistic processes of injury and

response. A typical maligancy  in a test animal or

human grows from a single, original parent stem

cell. Diagnosis is typically at about a gram (-10’

or a billion cells), but rapid cell turnover may
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occur. The biology is enormously complex at any level of biological structure and the task

amounts to an attempt to develop a deterministic or probabilistic relationship between an

extremely rare event (monoclonal cancer) and enormous numbers of important involved target

molecules, organelles, cells, and response mechanisms.

A typical cancer, either in a test animal or a human, ustually grows from only a single,

original parent cell (Jones 1983). The growth has been observed to be in homeostatic

equilibrium with surrounding normal (non-neoplastic) cells of the same lineage and autonomous

growth may not commence in the aberrant clone until the focus exceeds about 100,000 cells so

that cell to cell control is lost between normal and carcinogenic cells. Modeling of cancer

involves regressing dose from one or many agents with cellular, molecular, and/or probabilistic

processes. In essence modeling the association of only one cell, perhaps even one molecule of a

carcinogen, with a fatal cancer. But, as shown previously, billions of molecules per cell seem to

be necessary to initiate cancer even though the cancer may have only a single parent cell. To

further demonstrate the impossibility of modeling such rare-event processes, Panel 4 summarizes

other large number, rare-event conditions involved with targets and mechanisms.

The nature of the exact carcinogenic preciptating event is further obscured because the

effective molecular dose of the primary substance is supplemented by natural background

radiation and large numbers of induced free electrons. Natural sources of radiation have been

Panel 4: Modeling Cancer from Single/Multiple Causes.

A typical malignancy (either in a test animal or human) detives from a single parent cell
after about 30 cell-doubling periods. Cancer is -lo9 cells (or, 230) at diagnsis and -10” at death.
Modeling single or multiple causes of cancer involves linking dose(es) with cellular, molecular,
and/or probabilistic processes:

Carcinogenic Chemical 1O’to 10” molecules/ceil
PllLs and

Background Radiation 30 em per cell-yy

Cells at time to lOI human

Cells in lifetime 1016 human



Receptors per cell

DNA base pairs

Immune reactions

Variable (10’ to lo4 typical)

10’ per cell

See Panel 6!
Y
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sumrnarized by the National Radiological Protection Board (1989) as shown in Panel 5. Also,

illustrated in Panel 5 is the electron track structure in tissue for a low-energy photon. For such

conditions the energy transfer is about 3.5 keV per micrometer of biological tissue and less than

30 eV is required per ionization so that dozens or hundreds of ionizations may occur per cell--for

alpha particles of a few MeV from radon and other natural isotopes, the number of track

ionizations may be on the order of lo4 and registered in only 3 or 4 cells. There, are about IO’s

cells at any point in time in a 70 kg human (Panel 4) and it has been estimated that there are

about lOI cells per lifetime, with lineage-specific turnover ranging from minutes to decades.

Commonly there are variable number of cellular receptors and numbers may range from dozens

to thousands per cell; nuclear DNA is important with a few billion base pairs per cell; and

immune system response is strongly interactive with the carcinogenic response in any target

tissues whether the target cells are in hematolymphatopoietic or remote to bone-marrow related

cells.

________-___-_____-____________________I--------.---------------.-.----------------------------------.----------------
Panel 5: Natural sources of radiation (NRPB 1989):
For an average person in an average day.

4.8 x lo9
3.6 x lo8

gamma-photons from soil
atoms of 4oK decay in the body

9.6 x lo6
2.4 x lo6

cosmic rays
neutrons

7.2 x lo5 radionuclides decay in lungs
1.7 x 10s atoms of uranium decay in the body

National Radiological Protection Board
Radiation doses-maps and magnitudes

Chilton, Didcot,  Oxon OX11 ORQ; UK, 1989.
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Many experiments can be cited which have demonstrated that mutated DNA is necessary for

carcinogenesis, but usally is is far from being su#icienr for conditions of frank cancer (Jones

1983). Early publications included (a) in vitro procedures where malignant nuclei were infused

into normal embryos, (b) and in vivo transfusions of up to 10’ carcinoma cells into normal and

immune-deficient strains of test animals, Typically two conditions were required for malignant

growth: (1) at least one viable cancer cell in the host tissue matrix, and (2) infusion of greater

than about 100,000 malignant cells and/or sustained cellular proliferation from toxicity and/or

homeostatic repopulation or administration of mitogens or hyperplastic agents. Throughout the

accumulation of a malignant clone of about 230 surviving cells (typical size at diagnosis in

humans) there is continuing

interaction with immunological

lineages from the initiated

single cell to death of the host.

-2ta
.a.“m”lSlZ.ll Greatly simplifed, Panel

““J” T-6.,,.IPF. 6 illustrates prcesses of

. H.“r”PI.n. T”pmL”  mrd”.mn*
.Md lnralmm d T-z.,, r,“d”“l”n humoral and cellular imunity

hnltlrrhn Of Pr0na-y T.2.h CIYe”,  .DOY,Th. 0”w.I  l.c.,,  L,nvnunr Rsrponr.
that interact with foreign

Y.-mh.s.  c”.mpl.~
lAmls.n  o.P�d.�l  l
Ind.p�d.nt  PE.ca�.�l substance whether it be
,-em*

z. ruti”~ antigenic matter, mutated

biomolecules, infused cells, on

spontaneously mutated cells,

Even in this much simplified

illustration, the number of

required modeling parameters prohibits meaningful predictive models of risk. To further

increase the complexity of the needed models , it should be noted that cells are in kinetic states

depending on their cellular and biochemical environments. Some conditions for T- and B-Cells

are shown at the bottom of Panel 6--and indicate enormous complexity to the apparent simplicity

shown in the top of the panel.
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Panel  7: Summary  of bio-activity associated  with selected  hematopoietic  cytokines.  By convention,  macrophages and reticular

cells  are usually included as part of the stromal tissues.

Cytokine
NormaIConc.

Producing
cdls

IL-1
IL16  - 5OOpghL

stroma
Fibroblasts

EpitheliaVEndothelial
Monocyte!M’phage

T-C&
B-Cells

Responding
ceus

Suoma
T-CdlS
B-cells

G-M series
M’phage I

IL-3 (multi.CSFJ I L 6
c IOuahL BDL @ O.Spg/mL

stroma
N-K cell
Mast cell
Monocyte

T-cell

HSCs
Stmma

MOtlDC+
B-cells
T-cell

G-M series
Erythroid

Me&xyocyte
MaWbasaphil

Stmna
M’phage
T-C&
B-cells

HSCS
stroma
T-cells
B-cells

G-M series
M’phage

Megakmcyte

Hematopoietic cytokines, such as interferon, tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and several

interleukins (IL) have been found to be mechanistically involved in carcinogenesis and therapy.

Currently about 2 dozen monokines (from monocyte macrophages) and other cytokines are

known, and others are anticipated when the genome sequencing has been completed. Cytokine

concentrations are highly variable with time, biological variables, and physical conditions. Panel

7 illustrates the many cross reactions (i.e., parameters) needed for each cytokine--perhaps the

final number of cytokine-like compounds may be 2 or 3 dozen in number. With respect to

interactions, cross products, or model parameters, the example of IL-1 can be considered in

which IL-1 is produced by 6 cellular lineages and stimulates responses in 5 (30 parameters).

Panel 8 is an idealized path of how to model and/or define molecular and biochemical

mechanisms of dose response. The cobblestones proceeding clockwise from exposure to risk

proceed in the conventional sense of modeling. Cobblestones from disease may be linked

counterclockwise to exposure via epidemiological methods. -As with radiation transport models,

the logic of the analysis can be implemented in either direction mathematically.

Green to red graded shading of cobblestones and line thicknesses are used to designate

the status of knowledge, data, and models. Traditional parametric models depend upon a host of
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assumptions usually daisy-chained together. Usually available experimental data are not

adequate to uniquely estimate or validate parameters of the models. Such models are used

widely for interpolation, but when extrapolated beyond the range of available data, usually

deviate from reality and even similarly developed mathematical models by several orders of

environmental concentrations.

But, the grasp for practical knowledge

can be enhanced by available data, modem

computers, and new methods of logic that are

optimized to analyze multiple and diverse

databases instead of the classical single

experiment (Jones, Morris, and Young 1993,

Ehrenberg 1991). With respect to dose-response

of cancer from multiple causes, there are vast

quantaties of data that indicate personal, ethnic,

cultural, occupational, environmental, and

economic variables may act in similar manner to

modify the biologically effective dose, mitigate

the risk of disease, bind to DNA, affect sequence and/or concentrations of RNA, or structure and

Immune-D/Antibiotics

) Allergy or Cold,1

concentration of protein. The

remainder of the talk will focus on

information that can be extracted from

valuable databases and how to

estimate immunological susceptibility

in a dynamic, changing environment.

Individual immunity within a

population can be considered as

having a statistical mean and variance.

But, each person may have

considerable day to day variability and
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for a large population, the range may be extreme as illustrated in Panel 9. Because, cytokine

concentrations vary exponentially in response to toxological or homeostatic needs, it seems

reasonable to profile the genetically- and disease-diverse human population for susceptibility,

and some regulatory deliberations have already considered exposure of immune-impaired

individuals to ambient concentrations in air and water. Early experiments in radiation biology

demonstrated a variable leukocyte count in animals that could change by 30% within 48 hours

for no observable reason. In these studies, experimental conditions were controlled carefully and

the effect was attributed to ‘diurnal variurion.’  The white blood count in humans often shows

the same variability and indicates large variations in cytokine concentrations that underlie cell

proliferation and differentiation. Because the range of normality (usually the central 90% of the

population distribution) is considerable, estimates will be made for a few representative

conditions, e.g., diet, that may up-, or down-regulate risk to a mean reference individual exposed

to a particular toxic agent such as radiation or benzene. For the population, individuals of all

intrinsic sensitivies should be considered to be subject to the forces of the dose- and response-

modifing factors as described, If all confounding factors that act either to decrease or increase

risk are considered in combination, the effect would be expected to broaden the normal response

distribution by a very wide range from extreme sensitivity to hardy resistance. There are several

databases that may be used, they potentially include both medical and animal archives. I will

describe one such database comprised of animal research from about 1945 to 1975.
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Dose of Ionizing RadiationDose of Ionizing Radiation
During that period, little was known

about the biological effects of ionizing

radiations, and there was grave threat of pending

nuclear war. Many species of test animals were

irradiated and important contributions were

made to current practices of nuclear medicine,

radiotherapy, and marrow transplantation. One

imporant finding was that that at high radiation

doses, near those now used in for therapy and

marrow ablation, animals died in a dose-

dependent manner between about 5 and 30 days

post irradiation as illustrated in the top figure of Panel 10. Animals were irradiated at graded

radiation doses and the midlethal estimate of dose was determined. This led to the common

index referred to as LJ&aa (or LDsa)  associated with 50% mortality. The mortality curve was

eventually found to be very steep (Morris and Jones 1989) and, in fact, 100% survival and 100%

lethality values were not very far from the LDso in magnitude, viz, 3/4LDsc  to 4/3LDso  (Jones

1981) so the point-value estimate of mortality became a very important estimate for a wide array

of medical, cancer, and policy decisions. (Note: Most statistically positive tests in the

carcinogenic test protocols are within about a factor of l/4 of the IDso. Today, we know that

deaths in this time interval are determined predominantly by infection resulting from

pancytopenia in general and neutropenia in particular. The shift in the mortality curve between a

specific LDsa experiment and an indentical one in which a factor such as diet varied is now

understood to be a direct quantitative estimate of the shift in immunological function.

If all of the graded doses to different groups of animals (within a particular LDsa

experiment for a unique set of animal and physical conditions) are divided by the estimated LDsa

for that array of conditions, a univeral curve is obtained for all such normalizations. That effect

is illustrated in the bottom of Panel 10. That behavior seems to hold accurately for nearly all

experimental dose-response data ever taken (e.g., excluding only unusual situations such as when
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the animal colony experienced competeting causes  of death as from pseudomonas and did not

Change  in Normal  Immunity in Mice and Rats:
Data  Suggeet  That  Factors  Combine  Linearly.

Atmosphere  (95%N+5%0)
Antibiotks

Pathogen-Free  Animals
Enhanced  Diet

Folk Acid Supplement
Low-Calorie  Diet

Protein  Depleted  Diet
Vitamin  Free Diet

-BO 40 -.m 0 20 40 60
Immunity Shift  (%)

necessarily die in proportion to radiation dose

received).

The simple standardization for effects of

confounding variables holds for age, anoxia,

atmosphere, antibiotics, calories, folic acid,

protein, vitamins, fluids, dose rate, duration of

time over which the dose was delivered,

pharmaceuticals used to enhance or reduce

radiotoxicity, characteristics of the radiation

source or type, sex, species, strains, surgery or

mechanical wounds, non-radiation trauma, and a diverse array of other conditions (Lindop 1960,

Krebs  1961, Dowdy 1950, Hammomd 1955, McLaughlin 1971, Wilson 1963, Oldfield 1965,

Hasegawa 1970, Carroll 1961, Jennings 1949, Johnson 1946, Waldburg 1966, Corp 1959, Hanks

1966, Hagan 1956, Frolen 1961, Upton 1956, Delihas  1958, McChesney  1990, Chapman 1955,

Dacquisto 1960, MacVittie 1991, Smith 1970, AinsworthRaylor 1983).

According to the standardization described above, it is easily demonstrated that immunity

towards infection (as tested by graded doses of ionizing radiation j is strongly affected by factors

of diet, lifestyle, and hazardous exposure. For example, with all other parameters controlled

identically, Panel 11 shows immunity decreasing to only 60% of normal on a vitamin free diet.

These factors combine linearly. For example, a protein and vitamin depleted diet would

correspond to an immune function of (100%-60%)x(100%-40%) = 24% of normal. Likewise, if

a protein depleted diet, folic acid enriched diet, and antibiotics are combined, the immune

function would be estimated to be effective at a state of (100%+30%)x(100%+10%)x(100%-

40%) = 86%.

From only what I have described above, I should, by conventional scientific caution, limit

my conclusions to ‘risk of death as restricted to conditions: (1) from infection in rats and mice,

(2) with fragmentary data to support the same conclusions in about 2 dozen species of test

animals, (3) from ionizing radiations, and (4) in ranges of dose that induce 1% to 99% mortality
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within 30 days.’ But, as a modeler interested in diversed data base evaluations, I exceed the

traditional scientific caution and combine information (Morris, Jones, and Young 1991 and 1993,

Ehrenberg 1991) from (1) individual experiments within a broad study design, (2) sets of closely

related experiments from similar experimental designs, (3) sets of similarly designed experiments

that all provide numerical insight into mechanistic biological function, (4) sets of diversely

designed experiments from in vitro and in viva studies into how the relevant biological

mechanisms change under dynamic conditions, and (5) cellular and immunological production of

reactive oxygen species. From all of this and other related experiences, I generalize the empirical

findings, use fragmentary data to include humans, and offer the hypotethesis for testing and

comparisons with observations from published and ongoing epidemiological studies. All

models, including those used by Agencies to promulgate statutory values, depend strongly on

manifold assumptions and limited data. In fact, some of the simplier models used to estimate

statutory values are weakened by data and mechanisms that they ignore more than they are

strengthened by their attractive simplicity.

The methods described above use far more data of higher relevance than most models on

which most current protection criteria have been based. For about 50 years, reactive oxygen has

been perceived as the primary basis of benzene toxicity and for about 45 years as the basis of

radiotoxicity. Because, oxygen-related metabolic processes were readily found to up- or down-

regulate radiotoxicity and therapeutic gain through a range of several hundred percent, radiology

of cancer has researched this behavior for therapeutic gain over several decades. Now, in some

sectors of science, especially radiation biology and radiology, the effect is almost accepted as

dogma, because production of oxygen free radicals is fundamental to toxic response through two

processes (1) the univalent reduction of molecular oxygen and (2) arginine, an amino acid,

produced by hydrolysis or digestion of protein which is attendant to normal immune response

(Dreher and Junod 1996):

em em ee em

O2 _________ >*O; ._______ >H202  ______-__  >‘OH -.-------  >H20 , and

L-Arginine  ________ >NO’.______-  >ONOO’ --------->*OH
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The hydroxy radical reacts with all components of DNA: deoxyribose backbone, purine bases,

and pyrimidine bases.

From the aggretation of items (1) to (5) as described above, the response of a complex

biological system (even a human) can be modeled under a wide range of practical conditions.

We have used these methods previously to model radiation induced-kinetics of hematopoietic

and marrow stromal cells (Jones, Morris, and Young 1993 and Morris, Jones, and Young 1993).

and to predict carcinogenic potency of untested chemical compounds and mixtures (Jones and

Easterly 1991 and 1996). Our methods are similar in logic, but distinct in application, to the

adroit descriptions by Ehrenberg (1990) and Lindsay and Ehrenberg (1993) who has

independently used similarly based assumption-sparce, data-rich methods to model complex

situations involving finance and marketing based on “many sets of data” instead of the

conventional “the analysis of single sets of data.”

Thus, it can be proposed as a rather strong hypothesis--with a fragmentary array of

validating data (Ames and Gold 1997)--that humans may be at significantly increased risk of

infection and cancer when subjected to unfavorable conditions associated with floods and

hurricanes, family illness and/or stress from death of a family member, famine, war, space

missions, international travel, or even spring break for college students unless the individuals at

risk can maintain a nearly normal cytokine environment within their own hematopoietic systems.

Conversely, control ofprotective confounding factors could reduce risk of infection or

secondary disease during times of adversity or therapy.

* Ruearch  Spmrnd  by the Dcfcms  speck!  wcqom  .+lc~ vndcr  LocLrheed  Mmin  Fmgy RCSClnh  cq. for ti U.S. DsparVncnr  of Energy  nndel
EonmCc  ND. D&Aox84oEZ1400.
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Lowed Dose for Tumors in Mice or Rats:
Oral Intake for 47 to 170 Weeks

Sweeta
Saccharin

Benzene
Vin

8
I Chloride
hloroform

Diethylnitrosamine
2-Acetylaminfluorine

Aflatoxin Bl
Diethylstilbestrol

2,3,7,8=TCDD
1 E+02 1 E+04 1 E+06 1 E+O8 1 E+10

1 E+03 1 E+05 1 E+07 1 E+09 1 E+l 1

Dose (molecules/cell-day)

Assumption: 1.4E+ll cells equals 1 .O kg BW.
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Lowest Dose for Tumors in Mice or Rats:
Oral Intake for 47 to 170 Weeks

Sweeta
Saccharin

Benzene
Vin

8
I Chloride
hloroform

Diethylnitrosamine
IAcetylaminfluorine

Aflatoxin Bl
Diethylstilbestrol

2,3,7,8=TCDD
1 E+02 1 E+04 1 E+06 1 E+08 1 E+lO

1 E+03 1 E+05 1 E+07 1 E+09 1 E+l 1

Dose (molecules/cell-day)

Assumption: 1.4E+ll cells equals 1 .O kg BW.


